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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Welcome back for another season of activities in the Edmonton

Centre! Fo r all new members joining us for the first time, we trust

you will find the next few months in the R.A.S.C. both enjoyable

and productive. Sinc e this is the first issue advertising the new

season of meetings, I thought I might take a moment to fill everyon e

in on some of the topics we have planned for upcoming General

Meetings.

In this column in the June issue of STARDUST I  rambled on at

length on some of the inherent problems we always face when planning

a schedule of meetings. I  remarked in particular that I would like

to see more full-length talks by Centre members, and lo, and behold,

over the summer no less than 3 people have volunteered to present

talks at a General Meeting. Excellent !

Starting things off this month, Tony Whyte will be presenting a

feature talk on the planet Pluto, the site of many surprising new

discoveries in the solar system. I n addition, we hope to be able to

supplement Tony's talk with films and photos from the recent Voyager

2 fly-by of Jupiter last July (provide d we receive the pictures from

JPL in Pasadena.) Fo r more information on the Sept. General Meeting

and on other Sept. activities, please see the UPCOMINGS EVENT S column

elsewhere in this issue.

Continuing through the year, in October we have scheduled a

showing of a newly revised astronomical film. "Joune y Into Light",

a beautiful film detailing the construction and operation ~f the Kitt

Peak, Arizona observatories. Fo r the remainder of this meeting we

hope to have an "Observer's Corner Greatest Hits", a roundup of recent

astrophotography, observing and telescope making activities in the



Centre. I n November, our feature speaker will be Tom Morrison, a

long-time member of the Centre. Hi s topic will deal with radio

astronomy and the recent discovery of interstellar molecular clouds.

December brings us a very special treat as Dr. John Percy will

be our special guest. Dr . Percy is, of course, national President

of the R.A.S.C. and well-known as editor of the Observer's

Handbook.

In January we will be starting the new year off with what we

hope will be another travel extravaganza with Dave Belcher et

al., presenting a summary of their upcoming tour of the observatories

and skies of Arizona, New Mexico and California. A t this same

meeting we will also be premiering a brand new astronomical

film "Mirrors on the Universe" — th e story of the new Multiple-

Mirror telescope on Mt. Hopkins near Tucson, Arizona.

For February, our very own STARDUST editor, Paul Deans,

will be speaking on the past 15 years of unmanned planetary

exploration. Marc h brings us to the season of exchange speakers .

At this time, we hope to have our annual Calgary speaker. Fo r

April we have arranged (fo r the very first time) an exchange

with Victoria Centre. Provide d our travel grant application is

accepted by the National Council, April is the month that

Jack'Newton, renowned astrophotographe r an d author of "Deep

Sky Objects", will be visiting our Centre. I n May we hope to

have an exchange speaker from the Winnipeg Centre; however,

if any of these meeting topics should fall through, we have 2 or

3 back-up topics and possible speakers.

Wrapping it up in June, we are considering a meeting of a

rather different sort — a n astronomical trivia quiz panel game,

where teams of astronomers vie for top honors as they attempt to



answer fast-paced questions that test their celestial knowledge.

In short, a fun meeting!

All in all, I am hoping that over the next few months we will

be able to present a very well balanced se t of meetings, with

presentations tha t will be topical, educational, and very entertaining.

As for activities in the realm of observing, during the

1979-80 season we will be continuing x^it h our popular Observer's

Corner meetings, BUT starting in October at a new time. Th e O.C.'s

will be moving to a Monday evening slot, the fourth Monday of the

month each and every month. W e anticipate that this change of time

will allow more people to attend. I t also frees some of the regular

observers from Sunday afternoon commitments at the O.C., allowing

folks to spend whole weekends at Buck Mountain, for example,

observing and working on the Site. Th e October issue of STARDUST

should contain more details on upcoming Observer's Corner times and

topics for October and beyond. However , this month, the O.C.'s

continue at their usual U.of A. location on Sunday afternoons

(Sept. 2 and 16).

As with the past few months, the next few will see us continue

with regularly scheduled group observing sessions. Thes e will

usually be held on dark-of-the-moon weekends at Buck Mountain, or

on other occasions at Ellerslie. Ever y so often, primarily for

the benefit of new members, we'll be publishing the standard

"Site Maps" you saw in the summer issue, so everyone will know

how to get to our observing sessions. Thes e sessions have proved

very successful so far, with anywhere from 6 to 16 people showing

up for a night under the stars. However , there's always room

for more and I really do hope everyone will make it a point to

get out to at least one session during the next few months.



Now the nasty bottom line — membershi p fees! Yes , a new

season of activities means its that time of year again. A  mere

$20.00 ($12.00 if your're under 18) buys you a year's worth of

astronomical entertainment! T o pay your dues, please see Christine

Kulyk at an upcoming General Meeting, or mail your cheque to the

R.A.S.C., Edmonton Centre, C/0 the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium ,

Cornation Park, Edmonton, Alberta. Than k you!

See you in September!

— Ala n Dyer

ED/TOR'S MESSAG E
The end has come — o f another year of STARDUST, tha t is. D o

you realize that next month will be the 25th anniversary of the first

publication of the newsletter? Tha t first issue recorded the

events surrounding the June 30, 1954 tota l eclipse of the sun.

That is one subject that has certainly been a regular topic of

STARDUST during the years.

It is very nice to see some new names appearing in STARDUST

as authors. I  always worry tha t the few regular contributors

may someday go on strike, leaving me with nothing except the

Upcoming Centre Events which could then be just as easily covered

by postcard. Than k you one and all for contributions made during

the past year, and I hope you will continue to scribe words of wit

and wisdom for your newsletter .

Finally, an improvement i n STARDUST is coming. No , not

photographs — the y still cost too much. Instead , future issues

will be typset (I hope). Thi s means right-justified margins, two



columns per page and an overall improvement In the appearance of

the newsletter. I  was secretly hoping to start this with the October

issue, but due to a variety of work-related pressures , I'll be

surprised if that deadline is possible. Certainl y by years-end

STARDUST should be phototypset.

Finally, a note about the October issue. Th e deadline for

submissions is SEPTEMBER 10.' Firm , final, no ifs ands or buts.

That month will be extremely busy, and no matter how little or

how much I receive, STARDUST will be rammed out in a hurry, hopefully

well before the end of the month. S o if you have any articles for

the October issue. PLEASE bring them to the September meeting.

Paul Deans

PLANETARIUM NEWS
S*-aff are being added left, right and center to Planetarium.

With Gary Finley's acceptanc e of the position of Chief Technicia n

the Community Programming vacancy was filled by Stewart Krysko.

Karen Finstad's departure for Toronto left another hole in the

part-time lecturing staff which was filled by Andrew Lowe.

Meanwhile we have also acquired a Writer/Director, a Photo Technician

and an Audio Engineer (A l Dyer) all of whom are actually working

for Audio Visual Services which is operated by the Planetarium.

Soon to arrive will be a Clerk-Typist t o handle a variety of

chores for the A-rV. section and our "permanent" part-time artist

(Rick Corrigan) will continue to work part-time, but for A-V

Services. Th e summer has, therefore, been rather hectic and when

you arrive for September's meeting you'll notice a few changes.

"Summer Starlight" ends on September 3. Th e Star Theatre

then closes for 11 days and re-opens on the 15th with "The



Vela Apparition". Th e programme was written by Terry Dickinson

and deals with various aspects of supernovas. I t also looks at the

possibility that a supernova seen in the southern contellation o f

Vela about 6,000 BC may have triggered an interest in the skies

and the beginnings of writing. Th e programme will be quite a

dramatic change-of-pace fro m our previous offerings.

Paul Deans

FROM OTHE R CENTRE S
THE JOYS OF COUNTRY LIVIN G

As you may have gathered from my article in the last issue

of NN's, I'm a died-in-the-wool in-town observer and have no

intentions of giving up observing from my corner of suburbia

until I can no longer find the Moon. However , eve n I am subject

to the lures of dark country skies and their promise of long fog-

free exposures and dim Messier objects, and I usually-succumb to

these promises during the summer months.

I'd like to take this opportunity to tell the other side

of the story—the half those 'country folk' never tell. Ther e

are in reality many hidden hazards in country observing; here

are a few that I've run into.

I've done most of my observing from farmers' fields .

Although at first glance they may appear ideal for astronomy,

when struggling to carry your equipment over dark,.unfamilar

terrain, some 'darker than the rest' spots must be avoided. Thi s

brings us to the next hazard; oftentimes fields which appear dark

and deserted are in reality occupied by large animals that seem

to have little interest in astronomy but great interest in

astronomers. M y experience in this vein was in trying to outrun



several race horses (where did they come from?) while carrying/

dragging fou r cameras, one cot, one sleeping bag , two thermos and a

radio. Not e that music does not always sooth the savage beast I

I was holding my own until one of those damned dark spots appeared .

Even when your choicest site is safely reached, you and your

telescope may become a temporary home for 100,000 ants. Th e first

time a bug walks across the field lens of a Ramsden or Kellner

eyepiece and is projected in startling relief against the Moon,

is an experience tha t has to be lived through to be believed.

Holes dug by strange burrowing animals never seen in Halifnx

seem to lurk In hiding, waiting t o have a particular affinity for

people carrying expensive equipment but what can you expect from

something tha t hides under a foot and a half of grass?

Oh yes, the grass. I  wish I  had half the stuff I've lost in

Knee-deep grass. Whe n I drop the first eye-piece and begin feeling

around for it, I begin to dream of my well-mowed an d yes, well lit

backyard. Righ t on cue, the flashlight dies . Gon e is my one link

with civilization, and as I chide myself for once again forgetting

the can of Deepwoods Off I begin to wonder if maybe insects are't

the superior race .

After ruining severa l exposures by trying to operate unfamilar

cameras by feel (I once focused a twin-lens relex at 3.5 feet for

an entire night) it usually begin s to rain. Thi s means a quick

retreat, invariably leaving somethin g behind , and a reenactment

of the events of the outward trip—barbed wire is impossible to

see without a flashlight.

Why do so many of us city dwellers subjec t ourselves to such

torture year after year? Becaus e the skies are that much better

and the results are worth jt , either visually o r in the eventual
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photographs. Bu t as I contemplate another 'fun' summer of astronomy,

country-style, all I can say is "Thank God I'm a city boy!"

Jody Le Blanc * •

This article taken from NOVA NOTES of the Halifax Center. Vol 10 /M.

NOTES
To liven up the dreary summer months of non-observing here

is some British humour. Glen n Meyers was a participant at the

Astronomy Camp in Holland last summer and sent me this article. H e

has since won a writing competition and received a trip around

Europe this summer as a prize. Whe n not exercising his pen he

is an active observer.

Lori Walton

CALLING ALL XENOFHOPES

Don't go near Dutch food. I f you must visit the Netherlands,

take plenty of packed meals and thermos flasks, for the Dutch do

things with bread that would make the Earl of Sandwich slash his

wrists.

I was at an astronomy cam p there with fifty other young people k

from all over the world during the summer, and owing to the

nocturnal habits which astronomers on holiday are wont to slip

into, we were forced to hold together body and soul with black

coffee and these Dutch sandwiches. No w the coffee and bread would

have struggled to meet M62 service station standards; but these

were milk and ambrosia compared with what I found lying between

the slices when I dared to peep one rash evening. N o juicy chunks

of roast beef here; no great white slabs of Wensleydale in these

sarneys; not a pickle in sight - instead there lay a vaguely



amoeboid spread of the most sickly species of chocolate sauce!

Slamming shut the sandwich, I enquired, in my best broken English,

if there were any different fillings. M y Dutch friend beamed

and lifted the skirts on half a dozen other varieties. I  saw

fillings of icing sugar; of a brownish go o resembling cold

Bromine; of those crunchy pink things usually foun d on the tops

of cakes; not to mention a host of other Quatermassesque

confections which seemed to bubble and gurgle even as I looked

at them. I t was no surprise that the Dining Room became known

as the Place of the Wailings an d Grindings of Teeth.

This was a pity, really, because dread of what the kitchen

staff were going to try out on us next tended to swamp all

finer thoughts. Wh o could tease out the Fustian algebra of the

Stefan-Bolzmann law , or grapple with the Atmospheric Absorption

Coefficient when he had a strange feeling in the pit of the

stomach which certainly wasn't Divine Inspiration? Eve n in

Amsterdam, where they have to pump out history and culture with

the sewerage, I found it hard to trace the delicate outlines of

aesthetic appreciation on account of the half-thawed hamburge r

which was gamely battling against the peristalsis i n the Seventh

Circle of my gut.

And indeed on the boat coming back (boat? Thos e Vietnamese

would have rescued us!) I  was not distracted by the memories

of the International Astronomy Youth Camp - such as riding miles

on tandem with a German whose only English seemed to be "Let's

try zis direction"; or of the bucket-chain th e Camp Leader organized

to put out an ashtray-full of glowing ember s as the sun came up

on one of our all-night camp-fires; or even of the peat-black,

sweet-smelling nights , when the meteors swarmed like fireflies
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and the fields were strewn*wit h small groups shouting "Meteor!" ,

"Will someb'dy give us a toime check?" and "Let's try zis

direction!" - no, my mind was occupied entirely with tracing a

strange smell through three decks, a row of couchettes and a Duty-

free shop; and finally findin g the source, and sitting down and

swallowing the biggest bacon sandwich I  ever saw in my lire.

M. Myers, GL.

2704
Late in 1976, Don MacRae had an inspiration: a s a unique

Astronomy contribution to the University Sesquicentennial

celebration, we would find an asteroid to be named after the

university. H e asked me to look into the idea and see if it was

feasible. Th e only camera we had suitable for an asteroid search

was mothballed, but Sidney van den Bergh's collection of Schmidt

plates must contain quite a number of new objects, so it certainly

seemed possible. I  blinked a pair of vdB's 48-inch Schmidt

plates taken near the opposition point on the ecliptic and found

19 objects, of which fewer than half were known. Th e promising

news was reported to MR along with the optimistic estimate that a

few man-weeks should do it. Th e few man-weeks were ultimatel y

spread over two years. Namin g an asteroid requires that its

orbit be well determined enough that it can be recovered with

some certainty. I n the real world of errors, the textbook set of

three observations a few weeks apart is not enough and observations

at two or more oppositions are necessary. Eve n fulfilling the

first step was difficult, since vdB's observing runs were almost

always less than a week in duration. Fortunately , the usual

divine intervention occurred. Ro n Lyons was cleaning out abandoned
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desk drawers and gave me a box of Tautenburg Schmidt plates that

vdB had taken between Aug. 15 and Sept. 17, 1963 o f the Field

of M33. M3 3 is 25° from the ecliptic but that was a handicap

turned advantage: an y objects found probably have been missed

in the usual ecliptic surveys and would also have an unusual

orbit. That , and the chance to try the PDS on trailed asteroid

images, gave the project some redeeming scientific value .

Moreover, M33 was the field in which vdB had found the first

Canadian comet in 1974, s o it was charmed, right?

Three objects were found after several days of tedious

blinking. Tw o of them entered the field only for the last few

days of the run, but one was there for both the mid-September

and late-August blocks. Ther e was also a single plate from

August 15 with an extra but very nearly stella r image. Wa s it

the asteroid or just some useless supernova ? Th e plates were

measured o n the PDS and a polynomial fi t to the later plates

extrapolated backward fel l within a millimeter o f the August 15

image. Goo d enough. Th e positions fo r all three objects were

sent to Paul Herget at the Minor Planet Center in Cincinatti

with a request for an ephemeris for the most promising object ,

and an estimate of the likely positio n error at the present

epoch, now almost three full periods later. Dr . Herget predicted

a deep sooth return' in 1978 and a likely erro r of 2°, mostly

in R.A. I t would have been quite a task to search this error

footprint with the 1/4 square degree field of our telescope at

Las Campanas so MR asked Chris Smith, then at ESO, to obtain some

plates with the large Schmidt, if possible, and asked tha t Rick

Crowe be scheduled for several nights to follow up any promising

objects. Fortunately , ou r object, now known as 1963 PD, was
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comparatively "bright" at 16th magnitude. Wit h the cooperation

of our neighbours at ESO, a pair of plates was obtained in

February of last year, but the two objects on them were not ours.

On the northern front, a different approach was tried. I t

had occurred to me that the time difference between the Palomar

Sky Survey and our 1963 plates was less than the 15 years'to the

present and that we might have a better chance going backward .

An ephempris was computed and checked against the list of PSS

plate centers and dates. Luckily , a coincidence occurred in 1951 .

Blinking reveale d a very likely candidate and the measured positions

could be fit well with a small change in period. Th e positions

were sent to Cincinatti and a revised ephemeris to Chile. The n

came the gloom. Ric k was still unable to find it and no reply

came from the Minor Planet Cente r which was then being relocated

from Cincinatti to SAO in Massachusetts. Chri s did obtain

another pair of plates in June, however, which were later shipped

to Toronto arriving nearly simultaneously with a telex from

Brian Marsden stating that our original positions were lost in

the move from Ohio. Everythin g then moved quickly. Th e asteroid

was found on the second set of ESO plates. Marsde n found not

only a good fit for the PSS positions but located a stray single

Cape observation in 1955 and a telephoned comparison between the

new ephemeris and the newly measured ESO positions was excellent .

We had four oppositions and a well-determined orbit. 1963P D

was assigned it s permanent number, 2104, i n the January Mino r

Planet Circular and officially named Toronto i n the February issue.
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On March 23, it was publically announced and presented by President

Ham to Mayor John Sewell at a reception in The Gallery Lounge at

Hart House.

Karl Kamper

(Stolen from David Dunlap Doing s ( a publication Of the 1 David Dnnla p

Observatory), Vo l 12, #3)

SOL III
Recent observations at X-ray wavelengths by the HEAO-B satellite

have thrown some light on the mysterious Cassiopeia A radio source.

This source was first detected about 1950 and turned out to be

the strongest radio source in the sky at long wavelengths. I t

was soon identified on optical photographs as an expanding ring

of gaseous filaments. Th e rate of expansion, about 5000 km/s,

indicated that it must be the reminant o f a supernova explosion and

that the supernova occurred about 1660 A.D. Allowin g for

absorption o f light by interstellar dust, a supernova at the distance

of Cassiopeia A (9000 light years) should have appeared brighter

than magnitude zero. Ye t there are no recorded observations of

a "new star" by either European or Oriental astronomers. No w a

Russian astrophysicist, losef Shklovsky, suggests that the lack of

a visible supernova was a consequence of the precursor of Cassiipeia

A being an extremely massive star, whose core collapsed t o become

a black hole rather than a neutron star. H e argues tha t without

an energetic central neutron star (pulsar) the supernova would

not have been bright enought to be observed.

(New Scientist, Vol. 82, p. 996.)

Continued on Page 20
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BUCK MTN. REPOR T
As you read this, our application for a lease at Buck Mtn. should

be in the hands of the Public Lands Dispositions Branch of the Pro-

vincial Govt. Ou r proposal is to permit minimal development of the

site. A t the recent Site Committee meeting a realistic look was

taken at our needs. Whil e a chalet-type 'lodge ' would be nice (fo r

a cost of over $5,000), we could not really justify it at the present

time, especially considering the resultant $250-a-year tax bill on

such a structure.

Therefore, as an alternative for the near future, a 'warmup1

building of 13 " x 15' in size with 6" walls and liberal insulation

was proposed. Heatin g would bo accomplished wit h a portable cata-

lytic unit, and later with a 1 KW electric heater. Thi s would insure

no disturbing smoke exhausts to ruin seeing. Th e cost for such a

building is estimated at $750 - $1500, depending very much on how

good we are at scrounging materials. Thi s cost is in line with our

current balance in the Observing Site Fund.

The property we have applied for was divided into two "Site"

zones. Th e Upper Site just south of the summit is primarily reserved

for observatory buildings since experience has shown that it is

usually to o windy for portable instruments. I f members wish, con-

crete piers may be poured here. Th e Lower Site is the prime area

for portable instruments. Thi s is also where the warmup building

would be located. Thi s area has better access than the summit, and

it is very sheltered from the wind. W e will, however, have to do

some clearing of bushes and small trees to prepare the Site. Park -
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ing will be provided by filling i n the ditches on both sides of the

road with coarse gravel to maintain drainage but still support cars.

It is proposed that several concrete piers be poured at this

Site, and those who prefer to use their tripods will be encouraged

to sink small concrete blocks for the tripod feet.

It has been proposed by the Site Committee that regular users

be asked to pay a $10 a year fee for which the y will get a key to the

varmup building and exclusive rights to a pier. Owner s of private

observatories (who will be saving money by not having to acquire their

own land and maintain roads etc) will be asked to pay $20 per year.

The fees would not be compulsory (only if you wanted your own key),

and no effort would be expended to try and collect money each year.

The Site would be run on an honor system. Al l members will be free

to use the building once it is unlocked.

From what we have learned from the Energy & Natural Resources

people, there is no restriction on pouring concrete at Buck Mtn.

However, we will be faced with the logistics o f water and energy

which are needed to pour concrete.

On private observatories, owners will be responsible fo r the

taxes charged on their buildings. However , only one proposal was

submitted for this type of structure, so anyone else contemplating

construction wil] have to wait for lease re-negotiation in 2 to 3

years. Th e Centre is NOT planning the immediate construction of an

observatory. We'l l wait and evaluate the feasibility o f such a

facility at a later date.

Electric power may become available at the Site in a year or

so if the Provincial Government install s a radio transmitter at the

summit. I n this case, running power lines to our Site would cost

Continued on Page 1 8
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THE R.A.S.C . PRESENT S A N EVENIN G O F INTRODUCTOR Y
ASTRONOMY FO R AL L CENTR E MEMBER S

to b e hel d a t

lilE QUEE N EllZAbEl h pb\NETARJU M
— MONCJAy, SEpTEMDE R 2 4

7'X)-1OOOPM
FREE ADMISSIO N T O AL L

ALL RASC MEMBERS YOUNG AND OLD (AND THEIR GUESTS) ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND THIS SPECIAL EVENT. THI S IS NOT A REGULAR PLANET-
ARIUM SHOW BUT IS A SPECIAL PRESENTATION PUT ON BY THE RASC
WITH THE QEP's KIND ASSISTANCE, ESPECIALLY FOR RASC MEMBERS
AND THEIR GUESTS. TH E Sky Familiarization Session IS NOT
OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. DURIN G THE EVEING WE WILL BE
ABLE TO UTILIZE THE PLANETARIUM THEATRE TO ILLUSTATE A VARIETY
OF BASIC ASTRONOMICAL TOPICS. I F YOU WISH TO LEARN YOUR WAY
AROUND THE SKY, THIS SESSION IS JUST THE EVENT YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR. HERE' S WHAT WE'LL BE COVERING DURING THE SESSION:

How to locate and identify the brighter stars and constellations
of the autumn and winter skies, and the various deep-sky
objects of interest within those constellations.

* *  *  *

The motions of the stars, planets, moon and sun and why they
appear to move as they do in our sky. W e will be able to
speed up the motions of these objects in the Planetarium sky.
For example, we can Illustrate why Mercury and Venus are always
low objects In the twilight sky and why the outer planets move
in retrograde motion.

* *  *  *

The changing position of the sun in the sky during the year and
the shifting of the rising and setting points of the sun over the
seasons. Wha t is meant by equinox and solstice? Wh y is there a



Jtlnight sun north of the arctic circle? or perpetual twilight here
in Edmonton in summer?

* *  *  *

The changing position of the moon during the month and over a year.
For example, why is the full moon of winter high in the sky while the
full moon of suaimer low.

* *  *  *

The ecliptic, equator and celestial co-ordinate system — ho w are these
arranged in the sky? W e will be able to project the equator and eclip-
tic into the Planetarium sky to illustrate their location, and how the
changing angle of the ecliptic with the horizon affect s the visibility
of the planets, the zodiacal light, the harvest moon, etc.

* *  *  *

The orientation of the Milky Way in our skies and why different classes
of objects dominate the skies of various seasons, i.e. open clusters
in winter, globulars in summer, galaxies in spring, etc,

* *  *  *

Polar alignment of telescopes — ho w best to accomplish this chore
with little fuss. W e will be able to graphically illustate the
alignment and working of an equatorial telescope under the Planetarium
sky. . j . i .* *  *  *  *

Use of setting circles, star charts and other finder aids. W e will
also illustrate the concept of sidereal time.

* *  *  *

Recession — w e will be able to demonstrate how this motion of the
earth will affect the sky over the next few thousand years.

* *  *  *

Finally, we will take a trip into the southern skies to see the stars
and constellations that are forever hidden from us in Edmonton.

* *  *  *

If clear skies prevail after our session in the theatre, we will
adjourn to the great outdoors to continue our constellation identifi-
cation under the real sky.

* *  *  *

Refreshments will be served.

WE HOPE THAT MANY MEMBERS WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS UNIQUE OPPORTUN-
ITY TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE SKY AND ITS WORKINGS.

* * * * * * S E E Y OU SEPT. 24th! * * * **
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about $1,000 (as opposed to $5,000 which would be the cost of running

the line today from the designated power pole).

We will be paying property taxes on the Site — i t is an V

inescapable evil and was anticipated as far back as a year ago.

We have just recently discovered, however, what the taxes will amount

to — roughl y $10 0 a year for the land and warm-up building .

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the foregoing are

proposals only, and will certainly be modified if necessary. I n

particular, with regard to Site users fees, nothing will be done

without the informed vote of the membership at a General Meeting.

If you have any questions, comments or criticisms, pleas e feel free

to phone me a .

If you have not seen the Site, please come out to the next

scheduled Buck Mountain observing session and we'll be glad to show

you around.

Dave Beale,

Observing Sit e Director

As a footnote, we might add that the Observing Site Fund recently

received a boost with the donation of $200 from McEvoy Wellhead ,
\

Equipment Ltd. W e thank McEvoy and Ted Cadien for arranging for

this generous donation!

OBSERVING NOTE S
Mercury: To o close to the sun to be seen
Venus: To o close to the sun to be seen
Earth: Autumna l Equinox at 9:17 am...Autumn begins
Mars: Rise s about 5 hours before the sun (in Gemini) and is high in

the southeast at sunrise
Jupiter: Rise s in Leo 3 hours before the sun
Saturn: To o close to the sun to be seen
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»

During September, watch for: The eclipse of the Moon (see below)

an occultation of the Hyades star cluster on the llth/12th (check th e

Handbook Occultation Section for listings of disappearance/reappearance

times of some of the brighter cluster members), Mars 6° South of Pollux

on the 14th and 5° North of the moon on the 15th, Jupiter 2° North of

the moon on the 18th, and Jupiter 0.3° North of Regulus on the morn-

ing of the 26th.

Naturally, you know all about the lunar eclipse, but to refresh

your memories as to time, here is the list of events: Firs t Umbra

Contact (48° East of North) at 3:18 am, Totality Begins at 4:31 am,

Totality Ends at 5:17 am and Last Umbra Contact (82° west of north)

Eclipse morning is , of course, the 6th.
fclj ^f^t^y* *** ̂*/^ '9M*Sf *

RASC MEMBERS ONLY

***J

So you want a telescope!!!

But you say your wallet is

low and the prices are up!

Don't dispair! Look ! Over

There! Who' s that coming

over the Hill? Wh y it's

Discount John with an RASC

SPECIAL! ENDS SEPTEMBER 30
ONE (1 ) ONLY C8 -- was a

display model. NO W ONLY

$925!.' (Normall y sells

for $1200!)

ONE (1 ) ONLY C5 -- was a

display model. NO W ONLY

$725.'.' (Normall y sell s

for $960!)

BONUS: Wit h each you get FREE all the dust that's settled on them!
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Pioneer 10, which crossed the orbit of Uranus on July 11

(when Uranus was on the opposite side of the solar system),

is still contributing to our knowledge of the solar system,

studying the effects of the sun from greater distances than any

probe before it. A  major discovery would be the heliopause -

the point at which th e sun's influence ends, to be replaced by the

interstellar medium. Th e spacecraft's nuclear power supplies are

still healthy, so its radio signals may still be detectable with

sensitive earth-base d receiver s when it passes Pluto's mean distance

from the sun (nearly 6 billion kilometers) i n 1987. Bu t some

scientists believe tha t the heliopause is probably more like 15

billion km. out, by which distance Pioneer 10's messages may

be too weak to be detected even if the spacecraft survives that long.

(Science News, Vol. 115, p. 406 )

Anthony Whyte

50 &  10 0 YEARS  AGO
September, 1929 :

"An account is given in the Johannesburg Star of Aug 24 of the

circumstances which led to the discovery of the sun's nearest

stellar neighbour. I t is emphasised tha t the discovery was no

fluke, but that Dr. Innes, noting other cases of distant companion

stars, had an inspiration that Alpha Centauri might have such a

companion. Th e circumstances recall Prof. W.H. Pickering' s

successful search for Phoebe, the distant satellite of Saturn; in

that case also there was a sort of inspiration that such a

body existed. Comparin g plates (taken by Mr. Adams at the Cape

Observatory in 1902 an d 1910, an d by Mr. Wood in 1915), Dr. Inne s

•
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quickly detected a faint star that had changed its position very

obviously in the interval of five years; further examination

V showe d that its motion was very nearly equal and parallel to that

of Alpha. (Several ) determinations all agree in indicating that

the distances of.Alpha and Proxima are nearly th e same; the

distance from Alpha is so great that the period of revolution

must be of the order of a million years; but there is little

doubt that Proxima and the two components of Alpha form a

connected system. "

September, 1897 :

"The satellite Deimos was observed by Mr. A.A. Common, of

Baling, on the morning of September 22, or three weeks earlier

than Prof. Asaph Hall expected that it would be observable with

the Washington 26-inch refractor. Mr . Common's angle of position,

measured with his new 36-inch silver-on-glass reflector, differs

only 4-1°.8 from that assigned by Prof. Hall's elements."

Edited from Nature. Anthon y Whyte

» ASTRONOM Y CLU B
At the present time, there are n o Astronomy Clubs in the

Edmonton area which are designed solely for school age children.

Because of this their increasing interest i n Astronomy must be

satisfied through class visits to the Planetarium, as well as the

occasional evening visit with their famiHes. I n order to quench

their thirst for astronomical knowledge it has been suggested

that the Oueen Elizabeth Planetarium establis h a Junior Astronomy

Club.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is an organization

made up of amateur and professional astronomers. A s a result the
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speakers and topics at the general meetings are aimed at an audience

of older, more experienced people in the field of astronomy. A  young

person may gain little or nothing from the RASC main meetings. Thi s

.is one of the primary reasons for setting up the Junior Astronomy

Club. Th e club'members should be able to learn astronomy at their own

rate, so they don't feel left behind by not completely understandin g

the goings on at a higher level astronomy club, as might be the case

at an RASC meeting.

The club would be aimed at children from ages eight to twelve

(grades three to seven). Childre n anv younger than this would

probably not have developed a specific interest in astronomy, nor would

they have the skill or-patience needed t o fully appreciate and

enjoy the projects scheduled during the club meetings. Childre n over

twelve years of age would gain more from the Planetarium's Adult/

Family introductory astronomy courses , followe d .by becoming a student

member of the RASC. Th e club meetings would be held in the trailer

unit at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium , o n Saturday morning fro m

9:00 a m to 12:00 noon . Th e first meeting will be held on the 13th of

October, with meetings every second Saturday following the 13th.

The club will have a series of meetings dealing with various

aspects of astronomy, supplimented by demonstrations and related

projects.

In order to insure the success of this program, volunteers ar e

needed fro m the members of the RASC. I  am requesting aid mainly for

observing sessions, presentations (6f one's astrophotography, etc. )

and general ideas for astronomy related projects .

Stew Krysko
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ELLERSUE OSS . MAILBAG
The Ellerslie Observatory is registered with the International

Astronomical Union's Central Telegram Bureau at the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory in Cambridge, Massachusetts and receives both

telex messages and airmailed announcement cards reporting comet,

nova, etc. discoveries. I t is also on the mailing list of several

major astronomical,observatories around the world and regularly re-

eceives their publications; some of the newsletters etc provide inter-

esting reading. Th e Ellerslie Observatory Mailbag will be an

irregularly-appearing column sharing some of the material received

by the Observatory with STARDUST readers.

THE ELLERSLIE OBSERVATORY MAILBAG_. .. . .  .  . . _  _  .  _  . -

From the Anglo—Australian Observatory Newsletter;

"We are grateful to those visitors, whether observing or not,

who have talked to us about their astronomical interests ...

Visiting speakers - please don't be put off if you have to search

for your audience I 90% of AAO astronomers always seem to be at the

telescope or next in the queue for the computer! And, astronomers

in Sydney (or nearer). W e really would like to see you at our

colloquia. Don' t forget "traditional hospitality" is always

despensed afterwards. I f you don't know what that means come and

find out.

"A set of 12 35 mm colour slides is now available for purchase

at Epping or Siding Spring. Th e price is $4.00. Th e set includes

colour photographs of astronomical objects taken with the AAT.

Titles are: AAT Dome; Circumpolar star trails over the AAT; The 3.9

metre Anglo-Australian Telescope; partl y open primary mirror & prime
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focus cage; Telescope control console; An observer at the prim focus;

The Trifid Nebula; Open cluster NGC 3324; the Eta Carinae Nebula;

A planetary nebula NGC 6302; The spiral galaxy M-83; Centaurus A.

A set of black and white photographs is also available ... "

From a fact sheet from Kitt Peak National Observatory:

" A 24-inch Schmidt telescope, operated by Case Western Reserve

University at a site 50 kilometers east of Cleveland, Ohio is

being moved to the Kitt National Observatory (KPNO) near Tucson,

Arizona, Th e move (was) expecte d to be completed by the end of

June, and is being made to escape the "light pollution" caused

by increased urbanization near Cleveland. I n addition, Arizona

has considerably more clear nights needed for astronomical

observations than the Ohio site."

The editors of the following publication asked some astronomers

in the countries tha t make up the consortium that built and operates

the European Southern Observatory in Chile the simple question :

"What would you observe if you had ten nights on a 25-meter (!)

VLT (Very Large Telescope)?" Their replies were printed in two

issues of the European Southern Observatory's The Messenger :

Dr. Immo Appenzeller (Germany) : "Abou t 30 per cent of the

available tim e would be used to obtain high angular resolution

images either by speckle interferometry and image reconstructio n

or perhaps by some other advanced method of low-mass protostars or

very young solar-type stars. Th e motivation for these observations

would be to look for other planetary systems and to study their

physical parmeters and conditions. Havin g finished the above

observing programme 7 0 per cent of the alloted time would be left,

I would use this larger part of my observing run entirely for



medium or hjgh dispersion spectroscopy of stars in nearby

extragalactic systems to determine the physical parameters of some

of the stars which make up these nearby galaxies. "

Dr. Lubos Kohoutek (Germany) : " I would probaly save one or two

of th e allotted observin g time for measuring comet s at very large

distances from the sun. "»

Dr. Antoine Labeyrie (France): "Let's-thin k of the VLT in

terms of an array incorporatin g man y telescopes delivering coherent

light beams to a central "coude" laboratory. 15 0 2-metre or 36 4-metre

mirrors are equivalent in luminosity of a 25-metre dish, but the

resolution o f the former array is far superior. Now , what shall we

observe? Th e first obvious thing is nearby stars of which maps

showing lim b darkening, certai n bright coronas, sta r spots, stellar

rotation and oblateness. Clos e binaries provid e inexhaustable supplies

of spectacular observations.

Anthony Whyte

ELLERSLIE OBS.
The Ellerslie Observatory , owned by Tony Whyte and Doug Hornbeck,

is now officially available for use by any member of the Edmonto n

Centre. Throug h an arrangement of mutual benefit, Tony an d Doug

have very kindly allowed.iu s to designate Ellerslie as our Centre

near site, suitable for lunar.and planetary work, and in general

for observations not requiring very dark skies. I t is hoped that

we will also be able to use the site for a number of star parties

and introductory night sky sessions. Th e observatory houses a

20-cm (8-inch) refractor, the largest amateur refracting telescop e

in Canada (as far as we know).
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To govern the use of the site and observatory by Centre

members, a number of "common-sense" rules have been drafted,

and are as follows:

THE SITE

1. Th e Ellerslie Nea r Site, excluding the observatory, is available
for use by any member in good standing of the RASC, Edmonton
Centre without further restriction .

2. Whe n at the Site, pleasp. park in the areas designated on the map,
and try not to shine your headlights on observers who may already
be present.

3. Pleas e be quite while at the Site — remember , someone is living
there. O f course, keep the Site clean.

4. Member s are responsible for the actions of any guests they may
bring to the Site.

THE OBSERVATORY

1. Th e Ellerslie Observatory a t the Site is available for use by
any member in good standing of the RASC Edmonton Centre, if
and only if they have been officially checked out on the proper
operation of the dome and telescope. (Thi s is necessary sinc e
the large refractor is not an easy telescope to operate effect-
ively and safely. N o one wishes to see it damaged inadvertently
by RASC members. Occasiona l instructio n sessions will be held
at Ellerslie. Member s who expect to use the scope should attend
these — th e first takes place Sept. 30 at 2:00 pm. )

2. Key s to the Observatory are handed out for one night's use only,
and should be returned the next day. Key s may be borrowed fro m
either Mark Leenders (Observing Chairperson — 437-7410) , Alan
Dyer (President — 482-4209 ) or Dave Belcher (Councilor —
433-4026). Pleas e phone either of these 3 people to arrange for
pickup of an observatory key.

3. A  log book will be located in the Observatory. Al l those using
the building ("Keyholders" or not) should sign this book. Pleas e
report any technical problems or discrepancies yo u may have
encountered.

4. Individua l RASC members will be held responsible for any damage
they or their guests may incur at the Site — eithe r willfully or
accidentally. I n other words, you break it, you pay for it.
Neither the RASC nor Tony Whyte nor Doug Hornbeck will be re-
sponsible for the safety of members and guests at the Site. Yo u
use th e Site and Observatory at your own', risk.
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No fees will be charged for the use of the Ellerslie Observatory ;
however, regular users of the Site may wish to make an
appropriate donation to the Centre's Observing Site Fund to help
pay for maintenance of the Site.

Centre Council
August. 197 9

VARIABLE GALAXIES
Of the millions o f galaxies tha t are present in our universe ,

there are a few that seem to be unusually active . Thi s activity

is, in general, confined to the central regions (o r nuclei) of

these galaxies. Activ e galaxies are divided into four classes:

Seyfert galaxies, N-galaxies, BL Lacertae objects, and the ever-

popular Quasars (Thes e objects are listed by the increasing degree

of violence observed in their nuclei). Th e most probable explanation

of their violent activity is that some central powerhouse is

heating up gas and dust near the galaxy's center . Thi s central

powerhouse is thought to be either a very massive rotating black

hole or a beast called a plasma magnetoid. Therefore , thes e objects,

namely the Seyfert galaxies, BL Lacertae objects, and Quasars appear

starlike when seen in a telescope. Wit h a medium or large size

telescope, an amatuer astronomer can observe a few of the brighter

objects in each class. Fro m a set of observations, a few rather

interesting facts about these galaxies maybe found.

Sr> much for the explanation. Jus t what do you need and what

do you look for when you're looking fo r a variable galaxy? Th e

first requirement is a telescope, anything from five inches up.

The second is a good atlas or set of finder charts. Tw o good

atlases are the Skalnate Pleso Atlas of the Heavens and the Atlas

Borealis or Eclipticalis. A  set of finder charts for Seyfert
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galaxies may be found in the May 1978 issu e of

Sky and Telescope i n an article called "Variabl e

Galactic Nuclei". A  finder chart for the quasar

3C 273, along with a list of other variable

galaxies, may be found in the Observer's Handbook .

There is one problem, however: thes e galaxies

are very starlike in appearance and can be

confused with stars in the same field of view.

Therefore, a  detailed finder chart is practically

a necessity. Well , suppose you have found a

Seyfert galaxy or a quasar, what sort of obser-

vations can be made? The first (and easiest )

is to take note of the object's appearance, ie.

color, fuzziness, or any other unusual attributes.

The second is to make a magnitude estimation.

This involves comparing th e magnitude of the

variable galaxy with that of other non-varyin g

stars in the same field, whose magnitudes are

known. Fro m a set of magnitude

estimations, a light curve can be

made. Fro m a light curve, the degree

of variability ma y be deduced, and

possibly the object's period of

variation (ie . how long does it take

to complete one pulsation?). I f you

have mathematical tendencies the n

you can calculate the size of the

particular nucleus tha t you are

observing. Th e formula for this is:

•Hfl
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size of nucleus= cAt

1+z
Q

where c=3xlO m/s (speed of light), At is the time interval over which

you observed the galaxy's light variation (note: to convert day s

to seconds, multiply the number of days by 86400), and z is the

redshift (speed or factor of recession) of the object. Th e redshift

may be found in most technical or semi-technical books on galaxies

and quasars. Som e of the numbers involve d ten d to be rather larg e

(ie. lO1^), so a calculator would be helpful (the author wrote

a program for a programmable calculator for the operation described

above). I  have included a finder chart for NGC 4151, the brightest

Seyfert variable galaxy and also it's light curve, which spans

a few years. Th e numbers beside the comparison stars are their

magnitudes with the decimal points left out. Thi s should provide

a starting point for those who are interested in one of the more

baffling problems of modern astronomy.

Dave Holmgren

UPCOMING
LUNAR ECLIPSE SEMINAR AND STARNIGHT: A s advertised i n the summer

issue of STARDUST, the Centre is holding a public seminar dealing

with the Sept. 6 total eclipse of the moon, primarily concentrating

on photography techniques for the eclipse. RAS C members are

welcome to attend our seminar: th e registration fee is $4.00 (for

advanced registration before Sept. 4), $6.00 at the door. Th e

seminar take s place Tuesday, Sept 4, 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm, Edmonton

Public Library (Musi c Room). A  public STARNIGHT will also be held

during the eclipse itself, from 3:00 AM to 6:00 AM, Thursday
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morning, Sept. 6 at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium, Coronation

Park. RAS C members are invited to attend, bringing telescopes and

binoculars if possible. Admissio n to the STARNIGHT is free. Fo r

more information on these events, please refer to the summer issue

of :STARDUST, or phone Alan Dyer at 482-4209.

SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEETING: Monday , Sept 10, 8:00 PM, Queen Elizabeth

Planetarium. Thi s month's meeting features two presentations

relating to recent planetary exploration. Pau l Deans will be leading

off with a showing of photographs taken by Voyager 2 on its July

rendezvous with Jupiter. W e have color photos of Jupiter's rings,

close-ups of Europa, Ganymede and Callisto with more details than in

Voyager 1's images, plus additional photos of the volcanoes on lo.

Paul will also have a report for us on the Sept. 1 Pioneer/ Saturn

encounter, with absolutely hot-off-the-press photos! H e will be

visiting the Ames Research Centre during the encounter, bringing us

back first hand reports of this historic event — th e first close-up

look at Saturn!

The second part of the meeting will feature a talk by Tony Whyte.

Entitled "The Planet Pluto", the talk will centre on the history of

the discoveries of the outer planets beyond Saturn, also bringing

us up to date on some of the recent discoveries concerning Pluto and

its moon. Thi s is a rather timely talk as well, since 1980 i s the

50th anniversary of Pluto's discovery!

OBSERVER'S CORNERS : Durin g Sept. , the O.C.'s continue on alternate

Sunday afternoons at the U. of A. Physics Bldg., 4th floor, RM 445,

starting at 1:30 PM .

Sunday, Sept. 2 — Th e topic will be the upcoming total eclipse of
the moon: how to observe it best, what observing projects can
be carried out, and how to photograph the eclipse.
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Sunday, Sept.16 — Th e 150 Finest NGC objects; Alan Dyer will be giv-
us a rundown on the new list he is working o n of the best NGC
objects (ie . clusters, galaxies and nebulae that are not on the
Messier list). Wit h photos and charts he will be illustrating
what many of the objects are and where to find them. Ala n
will also be reviewing the basic Messier list , presenting the
results of some detective work he and Mark Leenders performed
regarding the identity of some '"controversial" objects — M91 ,
M102 and MHO. Thi s meeting is a must for all deep-sky
observer's experience d or novice.

Sunday, Sept. 30 — Ther e will be no observer's corner as such on
this.datev Instea d O.C.'ers and all RASC members are invited
to attend the Ellerslie Observatory Check-Out session.

ELLERSLIE OBSERVATORY CHECK-OUT SESSIO N

Sunday, Sept. 30; 2:00 P M at Ellerslie Obs .

(Meet at the Site at 2:00 PM).

The Ellerslie Observator y houses a 20-cm (8-inch) refractor and

is owned by Centre members Tony Whyte and Doug Hornbeck. RAS C

members are able to use this Site and the Observatory for their

own observing projects. However , anyon e wishing t o use the Observatory

and to be eligible for acquiring a key to the Obs. for a night's

use must first of all be checked out on the operation of the

instrument and dome.

On Sept. 30, we will be holding an instructional session at

Ellerslie, showin g people how to use the scope. Al l those members

who expect they may be using the Ellerslie Obs . over the next few

months are asked to attend. I f you require a ride to the Ellerslie

Site, please phone Mark Leenders at  — eithe r he or

someone else going out to the Site will be glad to give you a ride.

If you are driving out yourself, please refer to the map elsewhere

in this issue. Thi s session goes ahead come rain or shine, since

the object is not to do observing but to learn how to use the

telescope.
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SKY FAMILIARIZATION SESSION : Monday, Sept 24; 7:30 PM - 10:00 PM ,

Queen Elizabeth Planetarium.

As a new Centre activity thi s year, we are introducing wha t

we are calling "Sky Familiarization Session.'", an evening of

introductory astronomy fo r all those who wish to learn their way
f

around the sky. Th e sessions ar e not public seminars but are held

exclusively fo r RASC members and their guests. Ther e is no admission

charge. Throug h th e courtesy of John Hault, director of the Q.E.P.

we will be able to use the Planetarium theatre for an evening, using

its projectors to demonstrate a wide variety of celestial concepts

difficult to illustrate even under the real night sky. I t should

a fun evening! Pla n to attend even if you consider yourself a

veteran night sky watcher. Yo u still may be able to learn a few new

tricks I Pleas e feel free to bring a guest or two to share in learn-

ing the sky. (Se e th e centre-fold ad for more information.)

OBSERVING SESSIONS: Thi s month features two dark-of-the-moon week -

ends down at Buck Mountain. Pleas e refer to the map in the summer

issue for direction or phone Mark Leenders (437-7410) or Alan Dyer

(482-4209). I n all cases, please meet at the Buck Mtn. Site at sun-

set.

—Friday, Sept. 14 — Sunset : 7:55 PM
Moonrise: 1:10 AM (Sat.)

—Saturday, Sept. 15 — Sunset : 7:53 PM
Moonrise: 2:06 AM (Sun.)

—Friday, Sept. 21 — Sunset : 7:38 PM
—Saturday, Sept. 22 — Sunset : 7:35 PM

Anyone of these nights should afford good viewing of the summer and

autumn skies. Anyon e for an Autumnal Equinox Sacrifice and'Debauchery?

See you on the Mountain!
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THE EDMONTON CENTR E NEA R SIT E
The Ellerslie Observatory house s a  2U-cm
refractor, designed an d buil t b y Tony lliltyt e
and Dou g Mornbcck . Th o Site(and Observ/atory )
xs available for use b y an y member of th e
Edmonton Centre. lloiueuer , t o use th e Obser -
uatory, you mus t b e checked out o n the
instrument beforehand . Key s to the
Observatory co n b e picked u p fo r an
evening's use fro m :

N

fllork Leenders
Dauc EJeal e 

When arriuinr i a t th e Site:

- Par k i n th e area s shown in
the detail o f the map
opposite.

- Tr y no t t o shine you r
hoadliqhts on observers
or the residence .

- Do quiet. Remember,
someone is liviri n there .

- Kee p the area CLEAN.

FOR lilOR E INFORMATIO N
on hou i t o utilize thi s
Site, call:

w-

or

- (ilark Leende r
(OBSERVING
CHAIRPERSON)

— Dav e Deale
(OBSERVING SITE
DIRECTOR)

at the abov e no .

Ellerslie Road
2 miles (3.2km)

2 miles
(3.2km)

HWY 2
iOUTH

-45 Ave.

23 Ave.

Eleuator

Traffic Light s

TO CALGARY, LEDUC
INT'L AIRPORT,
BUCK MOUNTAIN

RNBECK MAILBOX

Hornbeck
Residence

parking.
Light 1,



STARDUST
EDMONTON CENTRE, ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
C/0 Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

Coronation Park
Edmonton

GENERAL MEETING
September 10 @ 8:00 p m
Queen Elizabeth Planetarium

TOPIC & SPEAKER
Paul Deans: Voyage r 2 Jupiter Photos

Pioneer 1 1 Saturn Photos
Anthony Whyte: Th e Planet Pluto

OBSERVER'S CORNERS
Sept 02 — Luna r Eclipse Observing & Photography
Sept 16 — Th e 150 Finest NGC Objects

Room 445, 4th Floor, Physics Building @ 1:30 pm
University of Alberta (Use West Entrance to Physics)

OBSERVING SESSIONS
Sept 14 & 15 — Buc k Mountain
Sept 21 & 22 — Buc k Mountain

Arrive at the Site at Sunset

SPECIAL EVENTS
Lunar Eclipse Public Seminar — Sep t 04 @ 7:30 pm.
Lunar Eclipse STARNIGHT — Sep t 6, 3 am to 6 am.
Sky Familiarization Semina r — Sep t 24 @ 7:30 pm
Ellerslie Observatory Checkout — Sep t 30 @ 2:00 pm




